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OPERATORS TESTED  
in compliance with 

maximum impact force 

standards established by 

European Norms

New for

2013
Operator with 

ENCODER
The 24 V DC versions 

are specifically designed 

for intensive use and are 

guaranteed to work even 

during blackouts

Came offers training 
courses to its 
customers 
Ask for the "Came Professional Training" brochure 
or visit our website at www.came.com 
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For further information, please contact Export Sales Department and ask for GATES catalogue.
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With CAME you have 

everything under control !



 
Each solution Came responds to your command, by giving you the maximum control and safety.

Outside and inside the house.

A global concept of product and range which has been reflected in an advanced and complete technology offer:

from automation for sliding or swing gates, garage doors and rolling shutters, to the most advanced home automation systems

and burglar alarm….as designing automation for your home has always been our fixed idea:  

the main idea that constantly moves all of our project initiatives.
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For further information, please contact Export Sales Department and ask for HOME AUTOMATION and SECURITY catalogues.

CAME  presents
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he¡ 
The new home automation system conceived by Came to properly manage and control your home. 

 

Covering all bases, from the lawn sprinkler system to the temperature management in rooms

and opening of the main gate. It even switches on all of the lights, the security alarm system, the electrical load management

and technical alarms, that is, gas and water leaks. 

 

Could you ever have imagined all this from just one source? Yes! Now.

HEI OPERATOR

LIGHTING

REMOTE CONTROL

SUPERVISION

TECHNICAL ALARMS

SECURITY 
ALARMS

SOUND 
DIFFUSION

TEMPERATURE
MANAGEMENT

LOAD 
CONTROL
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Technology becomes 

For further information, please contact Export Sales Department and ask for ART catalogue.
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 Advanced Revolution Technology.  

The exclusively revolutionary business unit catering for tubular operators, the state-of-the-art Came automated system for awnings, shutters and 

blinds. In a continuously evolving global context, a complete range of sophisticated, highly performing solutions is born which, with their quality, 

precision and reliability bring meaning to innovation.

Characterised by its advanced technological imprinting - which provides safety and user friendliness for end users, flexibility and easy installation for 

contractors and installers. As common denominators - all ART products pursue, along with Came, a single great home automation objective: that is 

- to program and manage, across the board, anything that can be automated both indoors and outdoors; including shutters, awnings and blinds.
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Ps One 
 
The future 
of parking is 
today.

Parking  system 
With barcode tickets
 

The state of the art, the future 

already present in parking systems:

Ps One, the innovative automatic 

solution with web-based technology 

for pay-to-park facilities, even multi-

storey car parks. 

Modular and versatile, simple 

and intuitive, the Ps One system 

optimises the connection and 

integration of components, to meet 

any type of requirement.

 

Parking facility management has 

never been easier, faster or safer!
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Saloon40 
 
Speed of 
movement, 
quick 
installation.

Two-way  swing gate  turnstile 
Motorised

Saloon40 has been designed for 

access control in large environments 

with intensive traffic such as 

shopping centres, airports, hospitals 

and service facilities. Quick and easy 

to install, Saloon40 offers hi-tech 

characteristics and performance, 

freeing the opening in just 1 second.

Modularity and efficiency, number 

one priorities! 
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Wing40 
 
Quality and
elegance
designed by 
Came.

Two-way  swing gate  turnstile 
Motorised

The new Wing40 model has many 

benefits. Ideal for access control in 

luxury environments such as hotels, 

banks, showrooms, swimming pools, 

gyms, casinos and spas. With its 

exclusive design, Wing40 offers high 

level performance. Suitable for any 

requirements, it has been designed 

to aid access for disabled users  

(900 mm leaf).

Elegance, harmony, silence, speed! 
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European Standards
EN 12453 - EN 12445

The EN 12453 and EN 12445 standards specify the requirements regarding conformity 

and safety for automated closing devices which may come into contact with people during 

use. They make it possible to define all the technical solutions necessary in order to 

guarantee system safety for the user. 

Fundamental points include the position of the automation system, the type of command 

used and the type of user.

THE SYSTEM may be: 
(marked) 

or bordering with public premises while on private premises. 

 

THE USER may be: 

The user is trained when he or she receives instructions on how to use the automation system. 

The user is normally trained to use an automation system 

THE COMMAND may be: 
(hold-to-run – man on) 

The automation is only activated using  

(for example pressing a button to activate an automation. When the button is released, the 

automation stops).  

The automation is visible to the operator. 

 

It is important that the command is an impulse command sent from a fixed position from which 

.  

The button does not need to be self-holding, i.e. the buttons or selectors do not reset 

automatically. 

(sending impulses without controlling the system from a fixed position).

Each impulse sent corresponds to one function (opening, closing, stop etc...). 

(with impulses). 
Each impulse sent corresponds to a manoeuvre cycle and not a single function 

(opening, closing). 
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Safety
The types of use set out in regulations

The mandatory safety devices 

A

with automatic re-

setting of the command 

device

B

with manual re-setting 

of the command device

C

(sensitive safety-edges) 

and electronic devices 

(encoder)

Check compliance to 

standards on maximum 

impact forces. 

Such standards are 

defined in the Technical 

Reference Standards 

D

For detecting obstacles 

in the operator’s range 

of operation. 

The command Non self-holding
Impulse sending with system 

control from fixed station
Radio 

command
Automatic

The system 
and the user

Private area  

Trained user A C C C
 
+ D

Private area

Untrained user 
C C C

 
+ D C

 
+ D

Public area  

Trained user B C C
 
+ D C

 
+ D

Public area 

Untrained user 
- C

 
+ D C

 
+ D C

 
+ D



EN TESTED :
CAME's added value

When you use EN TESTED operators and panels, it is not necessary 

to install sensitive safety edges.  

In any case, however, the impact forces need to be measured

to ensure compliance with the parameters established in the 

regulations.
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Standard installation
Installation:
IN PUBLIC AREA
The system is in a public area or adjacent to one.  

Example: a private gate where the entrance and exit are on a sidewalk or street.

Type of user:
TRAINED
The system is only activated by trained users. 

Command type required by law: 
RADIO COMMAND
Radio command  

(impulse sending without control of the system even from a fixed station). 

Compliant with European standards 



The solutions

MADE IN ITALY,
produced by Came!

The 100% Made in Italy marking certifies that all

Came products are the result of a quality production process,

aimed at supplying reliable, effective, technological products. 

Products have been tested by simulating wear corresponding to 

10/15 years of intense activity, with extreme temperature resistance 

tests and specific operating tests during electromagnetic

interference.

10
0%

 M
A

DE IN ITALY CERTIFIC
A

T
E 

ITP I . 3 86

GARANZIA QUALITÀ ORIGINALE
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SENSITIVE 
SAFETY EDGES 
Thanks to the special onboard mechanism, the sensitive edges are completely

collapsible and have no rigid parts.  

A guarantee of top level protection.

INFRARED BEAM  
PHOTOCELLS 
Came operators are fitted for the connection of any type of infrared beam photocell.  

Top level safety for the user.

FLASHING 
LIGHT 
Came suggests installing the flashing light to indicate the

presence of moving mechanical parts.

KIAROIN and KIARO24IN also enable easy programming of periodic maintenance that 

is mandatory by law, thanks to the special “manoeuvre counter” function.

For system safety



 Road barriers

K  Automatic pay station

 Magnetic sensor to detect metal masses

 Entry unit

 Exit unit

 Illuminated sign or traffic light

Z  Manual pay station

N.B.

This type of installation is an example of the main components 

in a standard system, for illustration purposes only.

Each project must be carefully assessed according to the 

specific nature and requirements of the structure.

THE PRODUCTS

THE CABLES TO USE

230 V AC power supply 3G x 1.5 mm² 3G x 1.5 mm² 3G x 2.5 mm²

230 V AC motor power supply 3G x 1.5 mm² 3G x 1.5 mm² 3G x 2.5 mm²

24 V DC motor power supply 2G x 1.5 mm² 2G x 1.5 mm² 2G x 2.5 mm²

Micro limit switches *n. x 0.5 mm² *n. x 0.5 mm² *n. x 0.5 mm²

Flashing light 24 V AC - DC 25 W 2 x 1 mm² 2 x 1 mm² 2 x 1 mm²

Flashing light 230 V AC 25 W 2 x 1.5 mm² 2 x 1.5 mm² 2 x 1.5 mm²

TX photocells 2 x 0.5 mm² 2 x 0.5 mm² 2 x 0.5 mm²

RX photocells 4 x 0.5 mm² 4 x 0.5 mm² 4 x 0.5 mm²

Control devices *n. x 0.5 mm² *n. x 0.5 mm² *n. x 0.5 mm²

Antenna RG58 max 10 m

*n° = see the product assembly instructions - Caution: the cable cross section is approximate as it varies according to the power of the motor and the length of the cable itself.
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Installation example: 
FLOOR-LEVEL PARKING FACILITIES

Z

K
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 Road barriers

K  Automatic pay station

 Magnetic sensor to detect metal masses

 Entry unit

 Exit unit

 Illuminated sign or traffic light

Z  Manual pay station

Δ  Video camera

N.B.

This type of installation is an example of the main components 

in a standard system, for illustration purposes only.

Each project must be carefully assessed according to the 

specific nature and requirements of the structure.

In order to make the connections, it is essential to have 

an RJ45-certified network.

THE PRODUCTS

K

K

K

Z

THE CABLES TO USE

230 V AC power supply 3G x 1.5 mm² 3G x 1.5 mm² 3G x 2.5 mm²

230 V AC motor power supply 3G x 1.5 mm² 3G x 1.5 mm² 3G x 2.5 mm²

24 V DC motor power supply 2G x 1.5 mm² 2G x 1.5 mm² 2G x 2.5 mm²

Micro limit switches *n. x 0.5 mm² *n. x 0.5 mm² *n. x 0.5 mm²

Flashing light 24 V AC - DC 25 W 2 x 1 mm² 2 x 1 mm² 2 x 1 mm²

Flashing light 230 V AC 25 W 2 x 1.5 mm² 2 x 1.5 mm² 2 x 1.5 mm²

TX photocells 2 x 0.5 mm² 2 x 0.5 mm² 2 x 0.5 mm²

RX photocells 4 x 0.5 mm² 4 x 0.5 mm² 4 x 0.5 mm²

Control devices *n. x 0.5 mm² *n. x 0.5 mm² *n. x 0.5 mm²

Antenna RG58 max 10 m

*n° = see the product assembly instructions - Caution: the cable cross section is approximate as it varies according to the power of the motor and the length of the cable itself.

Installation example: 
MULTI-STOREY PARKING FACILITIES

Δ

Δ

Δ



Installation example: 
ACCESS CONTROL

 Sensor at the main entrance

 Sensor at the secondary entrance

 Sensor at the loading/unloading entrance

 Sensor at the loading/unloading entrance

 Sensor at the office entrance

 Sensor at the gate entrance

N.B.

This type of installation is an example of the main components 

in a standard system, for illustration purposes only.

Each project must be carefully assessed according to the 

specific nature and requirements of the structure.

The access control units (001RBM21 or 001RBM84) can be 

positioned in the areas respecting the maximum permissible 

distances for connections to sensors.

THE PRODUCTS

THE CABLES TO USE

230 V AC power supply 3G x 1.5 mm² 3G x 1.5 mm² 3G x 2.5 mm²

230 V AC motor power supply 3G x 1.5 mm² 3G x 1.5 mm² 3G x 2.5 mm²

24 V DC motor power supply 2G x 1.5 mm² 2G x 1.5 mm² 2G x 2.5 mm²

Micro limit switches *n. x 0.5 mm² *n. x 0.5 mm² *n. x 0.5 mm²

Flashing light 24 V AC - DC 25 W 2 x 1 mm² 2 x 1 mm² 2 x 1 mm²

Flashing light 230 V AC 25 W 2 x 1.5 mm² 2 x 1.5 mm² 2 x 1.5 mm²

TX photocells 2 x 0.5 mm² 2 x 0.5 mm² 2 x 0.5 mm²

RX photocells 4 x 0.5 mm² 4 x 0.5 mm² 4 x 0.5 mm²

Control devices *n. x 0.5 mm² *n. x 0.5 mm² *n. x 0.5 mm²

Antenna RG58 max 10 m

*n° = see the product assembly instructions - Caution: the cable cross section is approximate as it varies according to the power of the motor and the length of the cable itself.
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Road barriers, parking facilities, access control and turnstiles
The tables summarise the series and models, with maximum levels of use based on the number of parking spaces and users only.

Series Model                  ACCESS CONTROL
Maximum number of users

RBM21 RBM21 500

RBM84 RBM84 5,500

  230 V AC 

24

Series Model                  ROAD BARRIERS
Maximum usable opening width (m/ft)

Gard 3 G3000DX 2.75 / 9.02

G3000SX

G3001DX

G3001SX

G3250 3.25 / 10.66

 24 V DC INTENSIVE USE

Selection guide

Series Model                  PARKING FACILITIES
Maximum number of parking spaces

PS ONE UNLIMITED

Ps PS TOKEN 10,000

PS BARCODE 10,000

  230 V AC 



FLOOR-LEVEL
PARKING FACILITIES
Pay-to-park facilities, manned or completely automated high rotation  

exchangers.

Came's PS systems allow you to manage occasional users, 

issuing a "Barcode" ticket or "Recyclable transponder", and users with season tickets,  

in pay-as-you-go or timed mode, using a transponder card.

Series: Ps Token - Ps Barcode

Handy transponder
keychain!

25

The Came transponder keychain lets you use all the

potential of a transponder card, combined with the convenience 

of always having the access device handy.

The 009PCT keychain offers the same features as a

card, but is more resilient and easy to use.

see GATES catalogue.

FLOOR-LEVEL
PARKING FACILITIES
Parking in multi-storey or underground structures with high rotation. 

Counting and notifying users of free spaces on the different storeys.

Ps systems allow manned management with one or more manual pay stations,

completely automated management with automatic pay stations or both solutions.

Series: Ps Token - Ps Barcode - Ps One

ACCESS CONTROL WITH CARDS AND/OR TRANSMITTERS
FOR SMALL, MEDIUM AND LARGE USER VOLUMES
Gyms, managing subscribed members.

Series: Rbm21 - Rbm84

SINGLE OR DOUBLE BARRIERS FOR 
INTENSIVE USE 
Specific for managing access in parking facilities. 

Series: Gard - Gard 3

TURNSTILES
The ideal solution for selecting pedestrian access in high traffic areas, also with 

transponder card control.



Gard

A barrier with a modern design, where aesthetics blend 

perfectly with all types of application.

Both the flashing light and the photocells can be 

installed directly on the cabinet, guaranteeing security 

and durability.

The protective casing ensure maximum safety during 

boom movement.

The 24 V DC power supply is the ideal solution for 

intensive access use.

Dimensions (mm)

Technical information
Type 001G3250

Protection rating IP 54

Power supply (V - 50/60 Hz) 230 AC

Motor power supply (V - 50/60 Hz) 24 DC

Current draw (A) 15 MAX

Power (W) 300

90° opening time (s) 2 - 6

Duty cycle (%) INTENSIVE USE

Torque (Nm) 200

Operating temperature (°C/°F) -20 ÷ +55 / -4 ÷ +131

Motor thermal protection (°C/°F) -

 24 V DC

Limits to use
MODEL 001G3250

Max usable opening width (m/ft) 3.25 / 10.66

 24 V DC

Specific solution for 
parking facilities with intensive use

26

260 337.5

1
0
0
7

8
8
4 W 

Maximum usable OPENING WIDTH

Application 

001G03250SX 001G03250DX

Usable opening up to 3.25 m / 10.66 ft



White painted semi-elliptic tubular aluminium boom L = 3.5 m / L = 11.48 ft 

complete with cable cover profiles, shock profile, internal reinforcement, 

illuminated cord, cord connection cable and adhesive reflective red strips.

001G03250

White painted semi-elliptic tubular aluminium boom L = 3.5 m / L = 11.48 ft 

complete with cable cover profile, shock profile, internal reinforcement,  

RIGHT-HAND articulated joint and adhesive reflective red strips.

001G03250DX

White painted semi-elliptic tubular aluminium boom L = 3.5 m / L = 11.48 ft 

complete with cable cover profile, shock profile, internal reinforcement, 

LEFT-HAND articulated joint and adhesive reflective red strips.

001G03250SX

Support for applying 001DELTA-I and 001DELTA-SI photocells on the cabinet.001G0468

Adapter for application of the Kiaro series flashing lights 

(it matches the 001KIAROS support).

001G04601

Accessories

27

Barrier with 24 V DC operator and built-in control panel

Galvanised, painted steel barrier. Accessories can be fitted.001G3250
1 038,00

218,00

405,00

405,00

18.60

11.40

The full range
Code Price €  (VAT not included)Description



Gard 3

A barrier with a modern design, where aesthetics blend 

perfectly with all types of application.

The built-in flashing dome light guarantees security and 

durability while the photocells can be built directly into 

the barrier cabinet.

The protective casing, in the version with 001G03002 

tubular boom, ensures maximum safety while the boom 

is moving.

The 24 V DC power supply is the ideal solution for 

intensive access use.

Dimensions (mm)

Technical information
Type 001G3000DX - 001G3000SX - 001G3000IDX - 001G3000ISX

Protection rating IP 54

Power supply (V - 50/60 Hz) 230 AC

Motor power supply (V - 50/60 Hz) 24 DC

Current draw (A) 15 MAX

Power (W) 300

90° opening time (s) 0,9

Duty cycle (%) INTENSIVE USE

Torque (Nm) 200

Operating temperature (°C/°F) -20 ÷ +55 / -4 ÷ +131

Motor thermal protection (°C/°F) -

 24 V DC

Limits to use 
MODEL 001G3000DX - 001G3000SX - 001G3000IDX - 001G3000ISX

Max usable opening width (m/ft) 2,75 / 9.02

 24 V DC

Application 

Specific solution for 
parking facilities with intensive use

NOTES:

FOR 001G03002 TUBULAR BOOM ONLY  

(excludes the use of art. 001G02807).

001G03000 - Break-through boom holder coupling.

FOR 001G03001TUBULAR BOOM ONLY  

(excludes the use of art. 001G02807)

001G03005 - Break-through boom holder coupling PLUS.

001G03006 - Break-through boom holder coupling BASIC.

W 

Maximum usable OPENING WIDTH

332

340

217

1
1
7
3

8
8
4 1

0
2
4

001G03000 - 0010G03006 0010G03005
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Usable opening up to 2.75 m / 9.02 ft



Built-in flashing dome light.001G02801

Balancing spring Ø 40 mm / Ø 1.57 in.001G02040

Break-through boom holder coupling. 001G03000

Break-through boom holder coupling PLUS.001G03005

Break-through boom holder coupling BASIC.001G03006

Tubular boom coupling flange Ø 60 mm / Ø 2.36 in 

complete with flange cover and boom caps.

001G03004

MANDATORY accessories for: 001G03002

Accessories for: 001G03002 (excludes the use of art. 001G02807)

Accessories for: 001G03001 (excludes the use of art. 001G02807)

Accessories

Support for fixing photocells from the Dir series.001G02802

Fixed boom support.001G02807

White painted tubular aluminium boom Ø 60 mm L = 3 m / Ø 2.36 in L = 9.48 ft  

omplete with adhesive reflective red strips.

001G03002

White painted semi-elliptic tubular aluminium boom L = 3 m / L = 9.48 ft complete with 

shock profile, internal reinforcement, illuminated cord, cord connection cable and  

adhesive reflective red strips.

001G03001
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Barrier with 24 V DC operator and built-in control panel

RIGHT-HAND galvanised, painted steel barrier. 

Accessories can be fitted.

001G3000DX

LEFT-HAND galvanised, painted steel barrier. 

Accessories can be fitted. 

001G3000SX

RIGHT-HAND satin finish AISI 304 stainless steel barrier. 

Accessories can be fitted.

001G3000IDX

LEFT-HAND satin finish AISI 304 stainless steel barrier. 

Accessories can be fitted. 

001G3000ISX

1 850,00

1 850,00

2 711,00

2 711,00

179,50

84,50

Balancing spring Ø 50 mm / Ø 1.96 in.001G04060

Tubular boom coupling flange Ø 60 mm / Ø 2.36 in 

complete with flange cover and boom caps.

001G03003

MANDATORY accessories

MANDATORY accessories for: 001G03001

The full range
Code Price €  (VAT not included)Description

54.60

42.30

38.20

12.40

80.40

71,10

62,90

443,00

629,00

312,50



Ps One
Automatic parking facilities with barcode tickets

The result of Came research, PS ONE exploits 

technology, creating devices with a "native" ETHERNET 

interface.

This advanced system management offers the 

opportunity to configure an unlimited number of 

peripherals such as automatic pay stations, entry and 

exit units, openings for season ticket holders, 

pedestrian readers and manned pay stations. 

All these devices, connected to the ETHERNET network 

with universal TCP/IP protocol, are managed via a 

central server, which allows the connection of all the 

devices necessary.

A modular solution, designed especially to satisfy the 

typical requirements of small, medium and large 

automated parking facilities.

Not only: connection to the ETHERNET network is very 

versatile because it uses optical fibres, WiFi 

connections or a combination of the two.

NOTE 

PSONE PRICES AVAILABLE ON DEMAND:  

each PSONE project shall be evaluated by our Sales 

team. Kindly let us have your project details in order to 

receive from us our specific quotationDimensions (mm)

Technical information
Type IP Model

Dimensions  

(B x H x W mm)

Power supply 

(V AC - 50/60 Hz)
Material / Colour

MAX absorption 

(VA)

Absorption at rest 

(VA)

Working absorption 

(VA)

- Automatic pay station 750 x 1,717 x 530 230 Steel 750 150 450

- Entry unit 320 x 1,190 x 392 230 Steel 500 50 350

- Exit unit 320 x 1,190 x 392 230 Steel 500 50 350

PM101 Manual pay station 410 x 470 230 - 150 150 150

PSSRV 55 RED/GREEN traffic light 265 x 635 x 430 - Steel - Polymethacrylate - - -

PSSRV2 55 LED RED/GREEN traffic light 180 x 410 x 290 Steel - Polymethacrylate

PSINS - Sign 900 x 1,300 x 80 230 Aluminium - Polycarbonate 20 10 10

TST01 - Transponder card ISO7810-7813 (85 x 54) - - - - -

PCT - Transponder keychain 33 x 49 x 4 - ABS - - -

TAG - Transponder TAG bulb - - Glass - - -

ENTRY AND EXIT UNIT

B W

H

AUTOMATIC PAY STATION

The barcode solution for managing 
occasional users and season ticket 
holders with payment

30

B W

H
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001PSAC110
Server with operating system
and management software

AUTOMATIC 
PAY STATION

001PSAC114S
001PSAC114D
Sign

001PM101
Manual pay station

RJ45 CERTIFIED

 Serial
printer

5 x 0.5 mm²

EXIT  
UNIT

ENTRY
barrier

MAGNETIC COIL 
Safety

MAGNETIC COIL 
Safety

MAGNETIC COIL 
Ticket issue control

MAGNETIC COIL 
Ticket issue control

5 x 0.5 mm²

4 x 1.5 mm² 4 x 1.5 mm²3 x 2.5 mm²

001PSSRV - 001PSSRV2
Traffic light

RED - GREEN

001PSSRV - 001PSSRV2
Traffic light
RED - GREEN

ENTRY  
UNIT

 NOT SUPPLIED   230 V AC POWER SUPPLY LINE

Sensors for  
detecting metal 

masses 
009SMA

009SMA2
009SMA220

GARD3  
barrier

Connection diagram

3 x 2.5 mm² 3 x 2.5 mm²

ENTRY
barrier

3 x 2.5 mm²

3 x 2.5 mm² 3 x 2.5 mm²

3 x 2.5 mm²

3 x 2.5 mm² 3 x 2.5 mm² 3 x 2.5 mm²

2 x 1.5 mm² 2 x 1.5 mm²

2 x 1.5 mm² 2 x 1.5 mm²

RH 
video 
camera

LH 
video 
camera

Number plate 
video camera



Entry and exit units 
These are based on a microprocessor with ARM architecture which is able to manage all the device peripherals. 

Communication with the central management server takes place via a connection to the ETHERNET network 

with a TCP/IP communications protocol.  Each event is monitored in real time and sent to the management 

server. The mechanical structure is made from galvanized, painted steel.

ENTRY UNIT

Fanfold ticket printer

Proximity reader for season ticket cards

TFT 5.7” display

Ticket request button

Detector for coil control

Barrier management

Built-in video entry phone with VoIP technology.

Fans and heaters for internal air temperature control

Holder for 5000 fan fold tickets 

Optional components

IMAGER reader for 1D and 2D barcodes, also on mobile devices

Video cameras for memorising photos of the vehicle at the entrance

Video camera and OCR module for reading number plates

Built-in device for reading and printing barcodes. 

Writing of ISO format proximity cards.

Writing of cards with microchips.

EXIT UNIT

Motorised ticket reader

Proximity reader for season ticket cards

TFT 5.7” display

Detector for coil control

Barrier management

Built-in video entry phone with VoIP technology.

Fans and heaters for internal air temperature control

Optional components

IMAGER reader for 1D and 2D barcodes, also on mobile devices

Video cameras for memorising photos of the vehicle at the exit

Video camera and OCR module for reading number plates

Built-in device for reading and printing barcodes. 

Writing of ISO format proximity cards.

Writing of cards with microchips.

The main components

Automatic pay station 
Highly resistant painted steel modular automatic pay station. The management software enables complete 

customisation of the system: from displaying the information on the monitor to managing customised tariffs for 

special periods and events.

Vertical TFT Wide graphic display

Coin reader

Note reader

Self-charging change-giver hopper

Receipt printer

Video entry phone with VoIP technology

Built-in device for reading and printing bar codes (printing lost ticket) and reading and writing ISO format 

proximity and microchip cards.

Sturdy, lockable collection box for different coins and notes.

Optional components

Self-charging note change-giver

Payment management with credit and debit cards, including those with microchips.

Single denomination coin hopper

2D IMAGER reader

Note change-giver store (1 denomination)

Card reader/writer
32
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001PSSRV

H 488 - B 265 - W 375

RED/GREEN traffic light.

001PSSRV2

H 410 - B 290 - W 180

RED/GREEN LED traffic light.

B W

145

H

001PSAC114S - 001PSAC114D - Sign

900 80 

1
3
0
0

001PSAC110 - Server

210 260

2
6
7

001PM101 - Manual pay station 
Manual pay station composed of PC with 15" touchscreen monitor. 

Optional components

Manual barcode ticket reader

Built-in device for reading and printing bar codes and reading and writing ISO format 

proximity and microchip cards

Receipt printer

Additional display for user

RFID card reader/writer

Cash box

001PAC110 - Central server and management software 
The management software is located in a central server that manages all the entry and exit 

devices via a built-in web server and memorises all the events in a relational database. Via the 

web clients, connected by a standard browser, all the query and statistics functions necessary 

are available. The number of clients is free. Each user has their own profile via which they can 

access the various associated functions. The server makes it possible to monitor and manage the 

entry and exit openings (even remotely) 

Entry phones
IP operator station - voice only

IP operator station - voice + video

GSM router for call diversion

The main components

Accessory dimensions (mm)

ANCHORING BASE FOR: 
Entry and exit unit 

ANCHORING BASE FOR: 
Automatic pay stations 
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Ps Token
Automatic parking facilities with transponder token

System for managing parking facilities with transponder 

token, easy to use.

Menu for managing occasional users.

Season holders can also be managed thanks to the 

practical transponder cards.

The modularity and flexibility of the solution make  

Ps Token the answer for complex, multi-storey and 

multi-level systems, with multiple entrances and exits.

Dimensions (mm)

Technical information
Type IP Model

Dimensions  

(B x H x W mm)

Power supply 

(V AC - 50/60 Hz)
Material / Colour

Max current draw 

(mA) AC

Current draw at rest 

(mA) AC

Max power

(W)

PSC4000 40 Automatic pay station 335 x 1,500 x 452.5 230 Steel / RAL 1028 *200 125 *46

PSE4000 44 Entry unit 445 x 1,500 x 452.5 230 Steel / RAL 1028 *180 98 *42

PSU4000 44 Exit unit 295 x 1,500 x 452.5 230 Steel / RAL 1028 *235 72 *55

PSM4000 - Manual pay station control unit - 230 - - - -

PSC6001 40 Automatic pay station 800 x 1,755 x 600 230 Steel / code 053 0837 400 360 92

PC30 20 PC interface 185 x 130 x 55 - ABS - 175 -

PSI16 - Auxiliary pay station control 320 x 240 x 145 - ABS - 35 -

PSIO1 - Auxiliary device control 320 x 240 x 145 - ABS - 60 -

PSC1 - Auxiliary pay station 185 x 130 x 55 - ABS - 195 -

PSD1 - Display 145 x 185 x 40 - ABS - 150 -

RBMP1 - Control panel 320 x 240 x 145 - ABS - 35 -

PSSRV 55 RED/GREEN traffic light 265 x 635 x 430 - Steel - Polymethacrylate - - -

PSSRV2 55 LED RED/GREEN traffic light 180 x 410 x 290 Steel - Polymethacrylate

PSINS 44 FREE/FULL sign 445 x 1,500 x 452.5 - Steel - Polymethacrylate - - -

TST01 - Transponder card ISO7810-7813 (85 x 54 mm) - - - - -

PCT - Transponder keychain 33 x 49 x 4 - ABS - - -

TAG - Transponder TAG bulb - - Glass - - -

GET - Transponder token Ø 30 - ABS - - -

* With the heating unit active, the resistor absorbs a further 500 mA and requires a further 90 W of power

445 295 335 300
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001PSE4000 001PSU4000 001PSC4000 PSC6001

The solution with tokens for
managing occasional users
with payment
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001RBMP1
Control panel

001PSD1
Display

001PC30
PC interface

001PSI01
Auxiliary device control
e.g. Traffic lights - Magnetic coils
Signs - Lights - Sensors
(MAX 8 units) 

001PSI16
Control
of auxiliary pay stations

001PSSRV - 001PSSRV2
Traffic light
RED - GREEN

The system manages
up to 6 traffic lights and signs 
that can be controlled using 
either the 001RBMP1 unit or 
the 001PSIO1 panel.

001PSINS
Sign
FREE
FULL

001PSM4000 Control panel

Bipolar

twisted shielded

2 x 0.5 mm² or

UTP CAT5 AWG24

Bipolar

twisted shielded

2 x 0.5 mm² or

UTP CAT5 AWG24

MAX distance

RBMP1- PC50

1,000 m

RS232 MAX 5 m
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twisted shielded

2 x 0.5 mm² or

UTP CAT5 AWG24
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PSI16 - PSC3
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5 x 1.5 mm²
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Bipolar

twisted shielded

2 x 0.5 mm² or

UTP CAT5 AWG24

Bipolar

twisted shielded

2 x 0.5 mm² or

UTP CAT5 AWG24

Bipolar

twisted shielded

2 x 0.5 mm² or

UTP CAT5 AWG24

Bipolar

twisted shielded

2 x 0.5 mm² or

UTP CAT5 AWG24

001PSE4000
Entry unit 
(MAX 16 units)

001PSU4000
Exit unit 
(MAX 16 units)

001PSC4000
Automatic pay station 
(MAX 8 units)

001PSC6001
Automatic pay station 
(MAX 4 units)

RS232 MAX 5 m

001PSC1
Auxiliary pay station with barcode ticket
reader
(MAX 16 units)

MAGNETIC COIL MAGNETIC COIL 

5 x 0.5 mm²5 x 0.5 mm²
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To the next unit:

001PSU4000
001PSE4000
001PSC4000
01PSC6001

Distance between 
001RBMP1 and
last station
MAX 1,000 m

Connection diagram

3 x 2.5 mm²

3 x 2.5 mm²3 x 2.5 mm²

ENTRY
barrier

EXIT
barrier

3 x 2.5 mm² 3 x 2.5 mm²

Sensors for detecting metal masses 
009SMA - 009SMA2 - 009SMA220

2 x 1.5 mm² 2 x 1.5 mm²

3 x 2.5 mm²

3 x 2.5 mm²

3 x 2.5 mm² 3 x 2.5 mm² 3 x 2.5 mm² 3 x 2.5 mm²

3 x 2.5 mm²

RS232 MAX 5 m
 PC

Software
PC with
Windows 98/2000
XP - VISTA

3 x 2.5 mm²

 Serial 

printer

3 x 2.5 mm²

 Serial 

printer

 NOT SUPPLIED   230 V AC POWER SUPPLY LINE



001PSE4000 
Entry unit 
Designed to manage entry with transponder tokens, this has two buttons to request the token 

(double height) and a reader for transponder cards to manage season ticket holders.  

An intercom can be fitted.

Made from sturdy galvanised steel with epoxy paint, secured to the ground using the anchoring 

base supplied.

001PSU4000 
Exit unit 
Allows the use of transponder tokens that have been validated (at the automatic or manual pay 

station) to manage exiting the parking facility. Complete with reader for transponder card to 

manage season ticket holders. An intercom can be fitted.

Made from sturdy galvanised steel with epoxy paint, secured to the ground using the anchoring 

base supplied.

001PSC4000 
Automatic pay station 
Manages payment and validation of the transponder token. Complete with reader for various 

denominations of coin, reader for transponder cards to manage season ticket holders and 

thermographic paper printer for issuing receipts.

Made from sturdy galvanised steel with epoxy paint, secured to the ground using the anchoring 

base supplied.

001PSC6001 
Automatic touchscreen pay station 
Automatic TOUCHSCREEN pay station made from break-in resistant steel.  

Payment with coins, notes and credit cards if the option is available.  

Season ticket holders can top up their transponder card directly at the pay station.

Functions
Multilingual menu with 6 language choices

Coin and note reader than can be programmed according to the currency in the country of 

installation.

Information during payment: amount paid - still to pay - change.

SMS diagnosis with real time check on system status (optional).

An intercom with HELP call button can be fitted.

Season ticket management with transponder cards, which can be topped up directly at the 

automatic pay station.

Advertising or service messages available for customers.

001PSC1 
Auxiliary pay station 
A special unit for creating multiple validation or payment points, even without PC.  

Very useful at supermarket checkouts, or anywhere a business owner wants to reward loyal 

customers by paying for parking in whole or in part.

The main components
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001PSM4000 - 002PSIO1 - 001PSI16

Anchoring base for:

PSU4000 - PSC4000

Anchoring base for:

PSC6001

Anchoring base for:

PSE4000

145 240
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Accessorries dimensions (mm)
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001PSINS

500 180
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001PSSRV

H 488 - B 265 - W 375

RED/GREEN traffic light.

001PSSRV2

H 410 - B 290 - W 180

RED/GREEN LED traffic light.
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230 V AC automatic parking facility system

Signalling accessories

Galvanised, painted steel entry unit, complete with sensor for cards and transponder keychains 

and token issuer (009GET).

001PSE4000

Two-sided "FREE - FULL" lightbox sign.001PSINS

Galvanised, painted steel exit unit, complete with sensor for cards and transponder keychains 

and token collector (009GET).

001PSU4000

Galvanised, painted steel automatic pay station, complete with sensor for cards and 

transponder keychains, with payment in coins, token (GET) reader and display  

(without change-giver with receipt issuer).

001PSC4000

Automatic pay station with galvanised, painted steel cabinet,  

AISI 304 satin finish stainless steel panel, complete with PC and coin and note reader 

with change-giver.

001PSC6001

Manned pay station complete with control unit, management software, display and PC30 

interface for connection to PC.

001PSM4000

Auxiliary device control for connecting traffic lights, lightbox signs, magnetic sensors and 

safety sensors (max 8 outputs).

002PSIO1

Auxiliary manual pay station. Together with PSI16, this makes it possible to create a pay 

station without a stable connection to a PC.

001PSC1

Interface for connecting max 16 auxiliary manual pay station units.001PSI16

Transponder token.009GET

4,080.00

3,231.00

6,116.00

27,514.00

2,008.00

212.00

444.00

498.00

11.00

1,454.00

The full range
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Code Price €  (VAT not included)Description

N.B.

001PSSRV Max power of each lamp 70 W at 230 V AC, complete with rain guard for each module (rain guard dimensions Ø 220 mm L = 200 mm) LAMPS ARE NOT INCLUDED.

Traffic light with green and red lights 290 x 180 x 410 mm / 11.41 x 7.08 x 16.14 in, made of 

ABS with polymethacrylate LED lamp screen Ø 125 mm /  Ø 4.92 in, IP55 protection rating.

001PSSRV2

Traffic light with green and red lights in two separate modules 

265 x 200 x 500 mm / 10.43 x 7.87 x 19.68 in, made of ABS with polymethacrylate lamp 

screen Ø 200 mm /  Ø 7.87 in, IP55 protection rating.

001PSSRV

296.00

592.00



The full range

N.B.

001PSV01 Especially recommended for installation in hot climate countries.

39

Code Price €  (VAT not included)Description

Accessories for: 001PSE4000 - 001PSU4000 - 001PSC4000 - 001PSC6001

Transponder card - ISO7810 - 7813 format. 001TST01
10.20

Keyfob transponder. 009PCT

Glass transponder bulb.009TAG

Ventilation kit for cabinet with n. 2 fans.001PSV01

10.20

13.30

236.00

Pallet Qty pcs. XXXX

Pallet Qty pcs. XXXX

Parcel/pcs. 10 Parcel/pcs. 10

Magnetic sensors 

230 V AC magnetic sensor 

12 - 24 V AC - DC one-channel magnetic loop-detector sensor.009SMA

12 - 24 V AC - DC bi-channel magnetic loop-detector sensor.009SMA2

230 V AC one-channel magnetic loop-detector sensor. 009SMA220

215.50

303.00

275.50

Pallet Qty pcs. XXXX

Pallet Qty pcs. XXXX

39



Ps Barcode

40

Automatic parking facilities with barcode tickets

System for managing occasional users and season 

ticket holders.

The system can be customised according to the 

owner's actual requirements.

It ensures a reduction in running costs and greater 

system profitability.

It enables business relationships to be established with 

public or private bodies.

Complete modularity and efficiency of the service 

offered.

Barcode tickets on pre-cut ISO STANDARD FANFOLD 

thermographic paper.

Dimensions (mm)

Technical information
Type IP Model

Dimensions  

(B x H x W mm)

Power supply 

(V AC - 50/60 Hz)
Material / Colour

MAX current draw 

(mA) AC

Current draw at rest 

(mA) AC

MAX power

(W)

PSC3000 40 Automatic pay station 335 x 1,500 x 452.5 230 AC 50/60 Hz Steel / code 053 0837 *190 mA (AC) 125 mA (AC) *44 W

PSE3000 44 Entry unit 295 x 1,500 x 452.5 230 AC 50/60 Hz Steel / code 053 0837 *200 mA (AC) 95 mA (AC) *46 W

PSU3000 44 Exit unit 295 x 1,500 x 452.5 230 AC 50/60 Hz Steel / code 053 0837 *110 mA (AC) 98 mA (AC) *26 W

PSM3000 - Manned pay station control unit - 230 AC 50/60 Hz - - - -

PSC7001 40 Automatic pay station 800 x 1,755 x 600 230 AC 50/60 Hz Steel / code 053 0837 400 mA (AC) 360 mA (AC) 92 W

PC50 20 PC interface 185 x 130 x 55 - ABS - 150 mA (AC) -

PSI16 - Auxiliary pay station control 320 x 240 x 145 - ABS - 35 mA (AC) -

PSIO1 - Auxiliary device control 320 x 240 x 145 - ABS - 60 mA (AC) -

PSC3 - Auxiliary pay station 185 x 130 x 55 - ABS - 195 mA (AC) -

PSD1 - Display 145 x 185 x 40 - ABS - 150 mA (AC) -

RBMP1 - Control panel 320 x 240 x 145 - ABS - 35 mA (AC) -

PSSRV 55 RED/GREEN traffic light 265 x 635 x 430 - Steel - Polymethacrylate - - -

PSSRV2 55 LED RED/GREEN traffic light 180 x 410 x 290 Steel - Polymethacrylate

PSINS 44 FREE/FULL sign 445 x 1,500 x 452.5 - Steel - Polymethacrylate - - -

TST01 - Transponder card ISO7810-7813 (85 x 54 mm) - - - - -

PCT - Transponder keychain 33 x 49 x 4 - ABS - - -

TAG - Transponder bulb - - Glass - - -

* With the heating unit active, the resistor absorbs a further 500 mA and requires a further 90 W of power - ** credit card reader excluded
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001PSE3000 001PSU3000 001PSC3000 001PSC7001

The barcode solution for managing 
occasional users with payment
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The system manages
up to 6 traffic lights and signs 
that can be controlled using 
either unit 001RBMP1 or the
001PSIO1 panel

001PSINS
Sign
FREE
FULL

4 x 1.5 mm²

001PSE3000
Entry unit 
(MAX 16 units)

001PSU3000
Exit unit 
(MAX 16 units)

001PSC3000
Automatic pay station 
(MAX 8 units)

001PSC7001
Automatic pay station 
(MAX 4 units)

MAGNETIC COIL MAGNETIC COIL 

5 x 0.5 mm²5 x 0.5 mm²

To the next unit:

001PSU3000
001PSE3000
001PSC3000
001PSC7001

Distance between 
001RBMP1 and
last station
MAX 1,000 m

Connection diagram

3 x 2.5 mm²

3 x 2.5 mm²

ENTRY
barrier

EXIT
barrier

3 x 2.5 mm² 3 x 2.5 mm²

2 x 1.5 mm² 2 x 1.5 mm²

3 x 2.5 mm²

3 x 2.5 mm²

001RBMP1
Control panel

001PC50
Interface

001PSI01
Auxiliary device control
e.g. Traffic lights - Magnetic coils
Signs - Lights - Sensors 
(MAX 8 units) 

001PSI16
Control
of auxiliary pay stations

001PSM3000 Control unit

Bipolar

twisted shielded

2 x 0.5 mm² or

UTP CAT5 AWG24

Bipolar

twisted shielded  

2 x 0.5 mm² or

UTP CAT5 AWG24

MAX distance

RBMP1- PC50

1,000 m

001PSC3
Auxiliary pay station with barcode ticket reader 
(MAX 16 units)
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Bipolar

twisted shielded 2 

x 0.5 mm² or

UTP CAT5 AWG24

MAX distance

PSI16 - PSC3

1,000 m

5 x 1.5 mm²
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Bipolar

twisted shielded  

2 x 0.5 mm² or

UTP CAT5 AWG24

Bipolar

twisted shielded  

2 x 0.5 mm² or

UTP CAT5 AWG24

Bipolar

twisted shielded  

2 x 0.5 mm² or

UTP CAT5 AWG24

Bipolar

twisted shielded  

2 x 0.5 mm² or

UTP CAT5 AWG24

001PSD1
Display

RS232 MAX 5 m

RS232 MAX 5 m

R
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RS232 MAX 5 m

3 x 2.5 mm²

3 x 2.5 mm²3 x 2.5 mm² 3 x 2.5 mm² 3 x 2.5 mm²

 PC

Software
PC with
Windows 98/2000
XP - VISTA

3 x 2.5 mm²

 Serial 

printer

3 x 2.5 mm²

 Serial 

printer

Sensors for detecting metal masses 
009SMA - 009SMA2 - 009SMA220

 NOT SUPPLIED   230 V AC POWER SUPPLY LINE

001PSSRV - 001PSSRV2
Traffic light
RED - GREEN



001PSE3000 
Entry unit 
Designed to manage entry with barcode tickets, this has two buttons to request the ticket 

(double height) and a reader for transponder cards to manage season ticket holders.  

An intercom can be fitted.

Made from sturdy galvanised steel with epoxy paint, secured to the ground using the anchoring 

base supplied.

001PSU3000 
Exit unit 
Allows the use of barcode tickets that have been validated (at the automatic or manual pay 

station) to manage exiting the parking facility. Complete with reader for transponder card to 

manage season ticket holders. An intercom can be fitted.

Made from sturdy galvanised steel with epoxy paint, secured to the ground using the anchoring 

base supplied.

001PSC3000 
Automatic pay station 
Manages payment and validation of barcode tickets, complete with reader for various 

denominations of coin, reader for transponder cards to manage season ticket holders and 

thermographic paper printer for issuing receipts.

Made from sturdy galvanised steel with epoxy paint, secured to the ground using the anchoring 

base supplied.

001PSC7001 
Automatic touchscreen pay station 
The automatic TOUCHSCREEN pay station made from break-in resistant steel.  

Payment with coins, notes and credit cards if the option is available.  

Season ticket holders can top up their transponder card directly at the pay station.

Functions
Multilingual menu with 6 language choices.

Coin and note reader than can be programmed according to the currency in the country of 

installation.

Information during payment: amount paid - still to pay - change.

SMS diagnosis with real time check on system status (optional).

An intercom with HELP call button can be fitted.

Season ticket management with transponder cards, which can be topped up directly at the 

automatic pay station.

Advertising or service messages available for customers.

001PSC3 
Auxiliary pay station 
A special unit for creating multiple validation or payment points, even without PC. Very useful at 

supermarket checkouts, or anywhere a business owner wants to reward loyal customers by 

paying for parking in whole or in part.

The main components
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001PSINS 001PSM4000 - 002PSIO1 - 001PSI16

500 180
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Anchoring base for:

PSE3000 - PSU3000 - PSC3000

Anchoring base for:

PSC7001
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Accessories dimensions (mm)
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001PSSRV

H 488 - B 265 - W 375

RED/GREEN traffic light.

001PSSRV2

H 410 - B 290 - W 180

RED/GREEN LED traffic light.
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230 V AC automatic parking facility system

Signalling accessories

Galvanised, painted steel entry unit, complete with sensor for cards and transponder keychains, 

ticket issuer and display showing credit for season ticket holders.

001PSE3000

Two-sided "FREE - FULL" lightbox sign.001PSINS

Galvanised, painted steel exit unit, complete with sensor for cards and transponder keychains, 

ticket issuer and display showing credit for season ticket holders.

001PSU3000

Galvanised, painted steel automatic pay station, complete with sensor for cards and 

transponder keychains and display (without change-giver with receipt issuer).

001PSC3000

Automatic pay station with galvanised, painted cabinet, AISI 304 satin finish stainless 

steel panel. AISI 304, complete with PC, coin and note reader with change-giver and 

barcode ticket reader.

001PSC7001

Manned pay station complete with control unit, management software, display and PC50 

interface for connection to PC.

001PSM3000

Auxiliary device control for connecting traffic lights, lightbox signs, magnetic sensors and 

safety sensors (max 8 outputs).

002PSIO1

Auxiliary pay station with barcode ticket reader. Together with PSI16, this makes it 

possible to create a pay station without a stable connection to a PC.

001PSC3

Interface for connecting max 16 auxiliary manual pay station units.001PSI16

Pack containing 2,000 pre-cut ISO STANDARD FANFOLD tickets001PSTICKET2A

The full range
Code Price €  (VAT not included)Description

4,543.00

4,167.00

6,953.00

31,445.00

2,219.00

212.00

667.00

498.00

143.00

1,454.00

N.B.

001PSSRV Max power of each lamp 70 W at 230 V AC, complete with rain guard for each module (rain guard dimensions Ø 220 mm L = 200 mm) LAMPS ARE NOT INCLUDED.

44

Traffic light with green and red lights 290 x 180 x 410 mm / 11.41 x 7.08 x 16.14 in, made of 

ABS with polymethacrylate LED lamp screen Ø 125 mm /  Ø 4.92 in, IP55 protection rating.

001PSSRV2

Traffic light with green and red lights in two separate modules 

265 x 200 x 500 mm / 10.43 x 7.87 x 19.68 in, made of ABS with polymethacrylate lamp 

screen Ø 200 mm /  Ø 7.87 in, IP55 protection rating.

001PSSRV

296.00

592.00



The full range
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Code Price €  (VAT not included)Description

N.B.

001PSV01 Especially recommended for installation in hot climate countries.

Accessories for: 001PSE3000 - 001PSU3000 - 001PSC3000 - 001PSC7001

Transponder card - ISO7810 - 7813 format. 001TST01
10.20

Keyfob transponder. 009PCT

Glass transponder bulb.009TAG

Ventilation kit for cabinet with n. 2 fans.001PSV01

10.20

13.30

236.00

Pallet Qty pcs. XXXX

Pallet Qty pcs. XXXX

Parcel/pcs. 10 Parcel/pcs. 10

Magnetic sensors 

230 V AC magnetic sensor 

12 - 24 V AC - DC one-channel magnetic loop-detector sensor.009SMA

12 - 24 V AC - DC bi-channel magnetic loop-detector sensor.009SMA2

230 V AC one-channel magnetic loop-detector sensor. 009SMA220

215.50

303.00

275.50

Pallet Qty pcs. XXXX

Pallet Qty pcs. XXXX

45



Rbm21
Access control for up to 500 users

Ideal for managing subscription services in gyms, 

sports centres and small private parking facilities.

It comes with a dedicated software and works with 

transponder and magnetic stripe cards.

Private parking facilities controlled by RBM21 are 

completed by the PSSRV and PSINS traffic light and 

illuminated sign.

An on board sensor makes it possible to load cards 

directly into the system control panel, ensuring perfect 

operation, even as a stand-alone version.

Dimensions (mm)

Limits to use
MODEL RBM21

Maximum number of users 500

Dedicated software YES

Use without PC YES (PARTIAL)

Type of connection to PC RS232 - RS485

Max distance between RMB21 and PC 5 m without PC40 (RS232) - 1,000 m with PC40 (RS485)

Max no. of sensors that can be connected 2 inputs + 2 outputs (or 2 input/outputs)

Relay outputs for automation command 2 (NO - NC)

Traffic light or sign connection 1 (NO - NC)

Auxiliary memory card YES

On board display YES

No. of magnetic coil connections 2

On board sensor YES (for transponder cards only)

 230 V AC 

Technical information
Type RBM21 PC40 TSP00 LT001

Protection rating IP 54 20 54 -

Power supply (V) 230 AC (50/60 Hz) 12 AC (power supply) from R700 from R700

Operating temperature (°C/°F) -20 ÷ +55 / -4 ÷ +131 -20 ÷ +55 / -4 ÷ +131 -20 ÷ +55 / -4 ÷ +131 -20 ÷ +55 / -4 ÷ +131

 230 V AC 

145 240

3
2
0

The ideal solution for controlling
pedestrian or vehicle transit with
or without payment
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001RBM21 001PSINS

500 180

7
0
0

001PSSRV

H 488 - B 265 - W 375

RED/GREEN traffic light.

001PSSRV2

H 410 - B 290 - W 180

RED/GREEN LED traffic light.
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or

001TSP00 001TST01 009PCT - 009TAG

+

001LT001 001TST02

+

or

001TSP00 001TST01 009PCT - 009TAG

+

001LT001 001TST02

+

or

001TSP00 001TST01 009PCT - 009TAG

+

001LT001 001TST02

+

or

001TSP00 001TST01 009PCT - 009TAG

+

001LT001 001TST02

+

or

001RBMP21
Control panel

001PC40
PC interface

001PSINS
Sign
SPACES - FULL

001PSSRV - 001PSSRV2
Traffic light
RED - GREEN

with PC40 - RS2485 MAX 1,000 m

2 x 0.5 mm² 

MAX 50 m

2 x 0.5 mm² 

MAX 50 m

2 x 0.5 mm² 

MAX 50 m

2 x 0.5 mm² 

MAX 50 m

4 x 1.5 mm² 5 x 1.5 mm² 

Type of command

Connection diagram

N.B.

001PSSRV  - Max power of each lamp 70 W at 230 V AC, complete with rain guard for each module (rain guard dimensions Ø 220 mm L = 200 mm) LAMPS ARE NOT INCLUDED.

without PC40 - RS232 MAX 5 m

3 x 2.5 mm² 3 x 2.5 mm²

3 x 2.5 mm²3 x 2.5 mm²

 PC

Software
PC with
Windows 98/2000
XP - VISTA

 NOT SUPPLIED   230 V AC POWER SUPPLY LINE
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The main components

STAND ALONE 
access control
Thanks to an on board sensor for adding transponder cards in the control panel, RBM21 can 

also operate without a PC to configure the system, adding user cards.

The software for 
RBM21
The dedicated software has a clear, easy, immediate graphic interface.  

It operates in a Windows environment and does not require special hardware.

It can be configured according to system requirements and enables memorisation of the cards

and parameters allocated to each user. It also debits user credit on entering, even with different 

values that can be customised on each sensor.

If necessary, it is possible to control the opening of the devices directly from the PC. 

Functions
Prepaid - number of entries. 

The "credit" on the card belonging to the service user is "debited" for access. The credit must 

be allocated by adding the card in the system and each sensor can be associated with a 

different credit value.

Prepaid - time parked.  

The credit on the card belonging to the service user is debited according to the time spent in 

the facility.

Blocking cards.  

Card operation can be blocked at any time.

Adding users.  

A new card can be added at any time.

Preventing passback.  

This is a function that prevents several users from entering using the same card.

Timed passback prevention.  

This is a function that blocks card usage for a certain period of time after entry. With this 

function, the card returns to normal on exit.

The system can be combined with any Came automation, such as road barriers and chain 

barriers (see GATES catalogue).

Accessories dimensions (mm)

001LT001 001PC40

2
7

8
5

90 11728 26

001PSINS

500 180

7
0

0

B W

H

N.B.

001PSSRV Max power of each lamp 70 W at 230 V AC, complete with rain guard for each module (rain guard dimensions Ø 220 mm L = 200 mm) LAMPS ARE NOT INCLUDED.

001PSSRV

H 488 - B 265 - W 375

RED/GREEN traffic light.

001PSSRV2

H 410 - B 290 - W 180

RED/GREEN LED traffic light.
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230 V AC control and management unit

Accessories for: 001RBM21

Transponder sensors

Readers for magnetic stripe cards

Accessories for: 001LT001

Control unit for transponder sensors, magnetic coils and magnetic stripe card readers complete 

with software.

001RBM21

Serial interface for remote connection to PC  

(up to 1,000 m).

001PC40

Transponder sensor for cards, keychains and TAGs.001TSP00

Reader for magnetic cards.001LT001

ISO 7810 - 7813 format magnetic stripe card.001TST02

Reader support.001LTT

The full range

Signalling accessories

Two-sided "FREE - FULL" lightbox sign.001PSINS

N.B.

001PSSRV - Max power of each lamp 70 W at 230 V AC, complete with rain guard for each module (rain guard dimensions Ø 220 mm L = 200 mm) LAMPS ARE NOT INCLUDED..

Code Price €  (VAT not included)Description

338.00

87.00

44.50

123.00

3.57

10.50

1,454.00

Accessories for: 001TSP00

Transponder card - ISO7810 - 7813 format. 001TST01
10.20

Keyfob transponder. 009PCT

Glass transponder bulb.009TAG

10.20

13.30

Parcel/pcs. 10 Parcel/pcs. 10

Traffic light with green and red lights 290 x 180 x 410 mm / 11.41 x 7.08 x 16.14 in, made of 

ABS with polymethacrylate LED lamp screen Ø 125 mm /  Ø 4.92 in, IP55 protection rating.

001PSSRV2

Traffic light with green and red lights in two separate modules 

265 x 200 x 500 mm / 10.43 x 7.87 x 19.68 in, made of ABS with polymethacrylate lamp 

screen Ø 200 mm /  Ø 7.87 in, IP55 protection rating.

001PSSRV

296.00

592.00



Rbm84
Access control for up to 5,500 users

Global access control.

Can be integrated with various command systems.

Easy, intuitive software to control user-specific 

customised functions.

Users are controlled by means of transponder or 

magnetic stripe cards, keypads requiring codes and 

transmitters.

Real time processing of user-specific permits and 

authorisations, to enable or deny access to a certain 

area controlled by the system.

Also works via modem.

Dimensions (mm)

Technical information
Type RBM84 PC30 TSP00 LT001

Protection rating IP 54 20 54 -

Power supply (V) 230 AC (50/60 Hz) 12 AC (power supply) from R700 from R700

Operating temperature (°C/°F) -20 ÷ +55 / -4 ÷ +131 -20 ÷ +55 / -4 ÷ +131 -20 ÷ +55 / -4 ÷ +131 -20 ÷ +55 / -4 ÷ +131

 230 V AC 

145 240

3
2
0

Limits to use
MODEL RBM21

Max number of users 5500

Dedicated software YES

Use without PC YES

Programming without PC NO

Type of connection to PC RS232

Max distance between RBM84 and PC 1,000 m with PC30 (RS485)

Max no. of sensors that can be connected 124 (maximum configuration with 60 001REM)

Relay outputs for automation command 128 (maximum configuration with 60 001REM)

Digital inputs 128

Traffic light or sign connection YES

Magnetic coil connections YES

 230 V AC 

The ideal solution for controlling
parking facilities in residential 
areas or in areas with high traffic 
intensity

50
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Connection diagram

Distance between
001RBM84 
and last 
001REM unit
MAX 1,000 m

Turnstile

Turnstile

001LT001
001TST02
Magnetic stripe
sensor and cards

009PCT
009TAG
Transponder
and TAG
keychains
for transmitters

S series
Code selectors

001TSP00
001TST01
Magnetic stripe
and TAG

Atomo - Tam Twin
Transmitters

5 x 1.5 mm² 

2 x 1.5 mm² 

4 x 1.5 mm² 

001REM
Expansion
module 
(max 60 units)

001REM
Expansion module
(max 60 units)

001PC30
PC interface

Bipolar

shielded

2 x 0.5 mm²

B
ip

ol
ar

sh
ie

ld
ed

2
 x

 0
.5

 m
m

²

B
ip

ol
ar
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ed

2
 x

 0
.5
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m

² 

M
A

X
 1

,0
0
0
 m

001PSINS
Sign
FREE - FULL

001PSSRV 
001PSSRV2
Traffic light
RED - GREEN

001RBM84
Control panel

5 x 1.5 mm² 

3 x 1.5 mm² 

4 x 0.5 mm² + 4 x 0.5 mm² MAX 50 m for two transponder sensors

N.B.

001PSSRV - Max power of each lamp 70 W at 230 V AC, complete with rain guard for each module (rain guard dimensions Ø 220 mm L = 200 mm) LAMPS ARE NOT INCLUDED.

3 x 2.5 mm²

3 x 2.5 mm²3 x 2.5 mm²

3 x 2.5 mm²

3 x 2.5 mm²3 x 2.5 mm²3 x 2.5 mm²
BARRIER
(or other)

3 x 2.5 mm²

3 x 2.5 mm²

2 x 0.5 mm² 

RS232 MAX 5 m

 PC

Software
PC with
Windows 98/2000
XP - VISTA

Type of command

 NOT SUPPLIED   230 V AC POWER SUPPLY LINE



Accessories dimensions (mm)

001LT001 001PC30

2
7

1
3

0

90 18528 55

The main components
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All commands
WITHIN EASY REACH 
RBM84 makes it possible to manage systems with a high number of users, using

different command systems (transmitters, code selectors, cards).

It also provides real time access data for all users and for the controlled area.

The software for 
RBM84
The dedicated software has a clear, easy, immediate graphic interface.  

It operates in a Windows environment and does not require special hardware.

Functions
Prepaid - number of entries with a pre-loaded number of entries that gradually decreases.

Prepaid - time with a pre-loaded number of entries that gradually decreases.

Time slots can be selected.

Card blocking from PC.

Card adding from PC.

Parking facility function.

Event printing.

Preventing passback at entrance/exit.

Timed passback prevention.

Access log.

Instant event display.

Direct automation command.

Management of different types of user with groups.

System opening and/or closing on selected dates.

Automatic system opening at a selected time.

Total system block from PC.

Password to access the software.

Synchronisation of system status.

N.B.

001PSSRV Max power of each lamp 70 W at 230 V AC, complete with rain guard for each module (rain guard dimensions Ø 220 mm L = 200 mm) LAMPS ARE NOT INCLUDED.

001PSINS

500 180

7
0

0

001PSSRV

H 488 - B 265 - W 375

RED/GREEN traffic light.

001PSSRV2

H 410 - B 290 - W 180

RED/GREEN LED traffic light.

B W

H



230 V AC control and management unit

Accessories for: 001RBM84

Transponder sensors

Accessories for: 001TSP00

Accessories for: 001LT001

Accessories for: 001S5000 - 001S6000 - 001S7000

Accessories for: 001TSP00 - 001LT001

Radio modules

Radio control unit for transponder sensors, magnetic coils and magnetic stripe card readers 

complete with software.

001RBM84

Serial interface for managing the 001RBM84 unit via PC, complete with 12 V - 800 mA power 

supply and serial connection cable.

001PC30

Unit with built-in radio decoding for expansion of the 001RBM84 unit.001REM

Transponder sensor for cards, keychains and TAGs.001TSP00

Reader for magnetic cards.001LT001

ISO 7810 - 7813 format magnetic stripe card.001TST02

Decoding card and access control management with keypad selectors:  

001S5000 - 001S6000 - 001S7000.

001R800

Decoding card and access control management with: 001TSP00 - 001LT001.001R700

Radio module 

(to be combined with the radio frequency panel).

001R501N

Reader support.001LTT

Signalling accessories

Two-sided "SPACES - FULL" lightbox sign.001PSINS

Traffic light with green and red lights 290 x 180 x 410 mm / 11.41 x 7.08 x 16.14 in, made of 

ABS with polymethacrylate LED lamp screen Ø 125 mm /  Ø 4.92 in, IP55 protection rating.

001PSSRV2

Traffic light with green and red lights in two separate modules 

265 x 200 x 500 mm / 10.43 x 7.87 x 19.68 in, made of ABS with polymethacrylate lamp 

screen Ø 200 mm /  Ø 7.87 in, IP55 protection rating.

001PSSRV
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The full range
Code Price €  (VAT not included)Description

1,123.00

604.00

203.00

44.50

123.00

3.57

22.50

42.50

83.00

1,454.00

296.00

592.00

10.50

Accessories for: 001TSP00

Transponder card - ISO7810 - 7813 format. 001TST01
10.20

Keyfob transponder. 009PCT

Glass transponder bulb.009TAG

10.20

13.30

Parcel/pcs. 10 Parcel/pcs. 10

Magnetic sensors 

230 V AC magnetic sensor 

12 - 24 V AC - DC one-channel magnetic loop-detector sensor.009SMA

12 - 24 V AC - DC bi-channel magnetic loop-detector sensor.009SMA2

230 V AC one-channel magnetic loop-detector sensor. 009SMA220

215.50

303.00

275.50

Pallet Qty pcs. XXXX

Pallet Qty pcs. XXXX



Bridge
Mechanical and electromechanical tripod turnstiles

Bridge is the silent, precise turnstile, ideal for entry and 

exit control in small and medium-sized sports centres, 

supermarkets and companies. 

Its small width ensures efficient flow control, even in 

limited space, making it possible to create multiple 

controlled openings.

Available in three different models, all equipped with 

hydraulic damper, Bridge is easy to integrate into any 

type of environment. 

The care taken over aesthetic details, the shape and 

the rounded corners are distinctive features of a 

product with a sought-after design.

The galvanised metal body makes Bridge a product 

that is particularly resistant to vandalism and tampering. 

The special epoxy powder paint also makes it 

weather-resistant.

Dimensions (mm)

920

800 800

250 520

160

8
0
0

Ø
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0

9
0
0

8
3
0

Technical information
Type PSAP01 PSAP07 - PSAP08

Protection rating IP 44 44

Power supply (V) - 230 AC

Operating power supply (V) - 24 DC

Current draw (mA) - 223

Weight (Kg/lb) 40/88.18 50/110.23

Operating temperature (°C/°F) - -20 ÷ +55 / -4 ÷ +131

 230 V AC 

Application (mm)

The ideal solution for selecting 
pedestrian access in high flow 
areas

54



Mechanical tripod turnstile

Accessories for mechanical and electromechanical tripod turnstiles

Accessories for electromechanical tripod turnstiles

One-way anti-clockwise mechanical turnstile complete with hydraulic damper. Painted 

steel body.

001PSAP01

Anti-panic arms with articulated pressure joint.001PSOPSC01

Electronic counter.001PSOPCN03

Two-way high luminosity LED traffic light.001PSOPSF03

AISI 304 steel channeller complete with post with arc, galvanised iron fixing flange and 

chrome-plated plastic flange cover. H = 1,000 mm / H = 39.37 in .

001PSOPGO1

AISI 304 steel channeller complete with post with arc, fixing flange and flange cover.  

H = 1,000 mm / H = 39.37 in .

001PSOPGO1X

Electromechanical tripod turnstiles

Two-way electromechanical turnstile complete with control panel and hydraulic damper. 

Automatic tripod release in the event of a blackout.

001PSAP07N

Two-way electromechanical turnstile complete with control panel, hydraulic damper and 

two-way, high luminosity traffic light.  

Automatic tripod release in the event of a blackout.

001PSAP08

55

The full range

N.B.

001PSAP08 - Painted RAL 7035.

Code Price €  (VAT not included)Description

2,499.00

2,771.00

2,980.00

635.00

312.00

353.00

234.00

155.00



Twister light
Electromechanical tripod turnstile

Twister light is the innovative turnstile for selecting 

transit in high flow areas.

Made from stainless steel, it is ideal for railways stations 

and ports, underground stations, sporting facilities and 

anywhere where it is essential to control pedestrian 

flows, optimising entry and exit operations.

Twister light is the resistant and functional solution, 

suitable for all transit control and selection 

requirements. 

It can be installed anywhere, even where there are 

extremely high flows such as in stadiums, stations, 

underground stations, public offices and sports centres.

Controlled by a built-in control panel, Twister light is 

perfectly compatible with all the latest access control 

systems.

Dimensions (mm)

Technical information
Type PSBPS07N -PSBPS08

Protection rating IP 44

Power supply (V) 230 AC

Operating power supply (V) 24 DC

Current draw (mA) 500

Weight (Kg/lb) 60/132.27

Operating temperature (°C/°F) -20 ÷ +55 / -4 ÷ +131

 230 V AC 
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800 800
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8
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09
5
0

Application (mm)

The ideal solution for selecting 
pedestrian access in high flow 
areas, also with transponder card 
control
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Electromechanical tripod turnstiles

AISI 304 steel two-way electromechanical turnstile with scotch-brite finish, complete with 

control panel and hydraulic damper. 

Automatic tripod release in the event of a blackout.

001PSBPS07N

Accessories for electromechanical tripod turnstiles

Anti-panic arms with articulated pressure joint.001PSOPSC01

AISI 304 steel channeller complete with post with arc, galvanised iron fixing flange and 

chrome-plated plastic flange cover. H = 1,000 mm / H = 39.37 in .

001PSOPGO1

AISI 304 steel channeller complete with post with arc, fixing flange and flange cover.  

H = 1,000 mm / H = 39.37 in .

001PSOPGO1X

Electronic counter.001PSOPCN03

Two-way high luminosity LED traffic light.001PSOPSF03

57

The full range
Code Price €  (VAT not included)Description

3,116.00

635.00

312.00

353.00

234.00

155.00



Twister
Electromechanical tripod turnstiles

The practical, functional turnstile for controlling high 

access flows.

Ideal for installation in railway stations, ports and 

underground stations, sports centres and stadiums, 

where it is important to optimise entry and exit 

operations.

Can be fully integrated with Came access control 

systems.

Dimensions (mm)

Technical information
Type PST001 - PST002 - PST003 - PST004

Protection rating IP 44

Power supply (V) 230 AC

Operating power supply (V) 24 DC

Current draw (mA) 260

Weight (Kg/lb) 60/132.27

Operating temperature (°C/°F) -20 ÷ +55 / -4 ÷ +131

 230 V AC 

Application (mm)
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The ideal solution for selecting 
pedestrian transit in high flow 
areas with transponder
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Electromechanical tripod turnstiles

AISI 304 steel two-way electromechanical turnstile with transponder sensors and traffic light 

with display. Automatic tripod release in the event of a blackout.

001PST001

AISI 304 steel two-way electromechanical turnstile with  traffic light and display.  

Automatic tripod release in the event of a blackout.

001PST002 

AISI 304 steel two-way electromechanical turnstile with non-scratch finish with control 

panel, hydraulic damper, two-way high luminosity LED traffic light and system to prevent 

climbing over.  

Automatic tripod release in the event of a blackout.

001PST003

AISI 304 steel two-way electromechanical turnstile with "scotch-brite" finish with control 

panel, hydraulic damper, two-way high luminosity LED traffic light and arm fall system. 

Automatic tripod release in the event of a blackout.

001PST004

Accessories for: 001PST001 - 001PST002 - 001PST003

Accessories

Anti-panic arm with articulated pressure joint.001PSOPSC01

AISI 304 steel channeller complete with post with arc, galvanised iron fixing flange and 

chrome-plated plastic flange cover. H = 1,000 mm / H = 39.37 in .

001PSOPGO1

AISI 304 steel channeller complete with post with arc, fixing flange and flange cover.  

H = 1,000 mm / H = 39.37 in .

001PSOPGO1X
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The full range
Code Price €  (VAT not included)Description

3,534.00

3,408.00

4,463.00

5,121.00

635.00

312.00

353.00



Guardian
High security turnstiles

Guardian is the perfect solution if you need to secure 

large entrances, even if not manned, with high 

pedestrian flows. 

Also designed for outdoor use, Guardian can be used 

in airports, ports, large companies, underground 

systems, railway stations and stadiums.

Guardian is the high performance full height turnstile, 

perfect for environments where security is an essential 

requirement. 

Its sturdy structure and pleasing design on one hand 

make it a powerful deterrent for crime and on the other 

offer total user protection.

Durability and reliability are guaranteed, even outdoors, 

thanks to the galvanised steel body and the special 

epoxy paint, which makes it resistant even in areas 

subject to corrosive agents.

Dimensions (mm)

001PSGS3 001PSGD3

001PSGS4 001PSGD4

Technical information
Type 001PSHPS01 PSGS3 - PSGS4 PSGD3 - PSGD4

Protection rating IP 44 44 44

Power supply (V) - 230 AC 230 AC

Operating power supply (V) - 24 DC 24 DC

Current draw (A) - 223 446

Weight (Kg/lb) 400/881.84 350/771.61 650/1,433

Operating temperature (°C/°F) -20 ÷ +55 / -4 ÷ +149 -20 ÷ +55 / -4 ÷ +149 -20 ÷ +55 / -4 ÷ +149

 230 V AC 
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The high security system for 
access control in high traffic flow 
situations
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High security electromechanical turnstiles

Customisation

High security mechanical turnstile

Single “FULL HEIGHT” two-way electromechanical turnstile with 3 sectors at 120°, 

galvanised, painted steel body, complete with control panel and hydraulic damper.  

High luminosity LED indicators, with multi-purpose display, courtesy light.

001PSGS3

Double “FULL HEIGHT” two-way electromechanical turnstile with 3 sectors at 120°, 

galvanised, painted steel body, complete with control panel and hydraulic damper.  

High luminosity LED indicators, with multi-purpose display, courtesy light.

001PSGD3

Single “FULL HEIGHT” two-way electromechanical turnstile with 4 sectors at 90°, 

galvanised, painted steel body, complete with control panel and hydraulic damper.  

High luminosity LED indicators, with multi-purpose display, courtesy light.

001PSGS4

Double “FULL HEIGHT” two-way electromechanical turnstile with 4 sectors at 90°, 

galvanised, painted steel body, complete with control panel and hydraulic damper.  

High luminosity LED indicators, with multi-purpose display, courtesy light.

001PSGD4

Supplement for customising the paint from the RAL range.119COLOR16

Clockwise “FULL HEIGHT” one-way mechanical turnstile, galvanised,  

painted steel body with hydraulic damper.

001PSHPS01

61

The full range

N.B.

001PSGS3 - 001PSGD3 - 001PSGS4 - 001PSGD4 - Painted RAL 7035 with a AISI 304 steel central rotor.

At the request of the customer, all high security turnstiles can feature customised paint from the RAL range (delivery times are 15 days longer in this case).

Code Price €  (VAT not included)Description

9,985.00

10,800.00

17,630.00

12,327.00

23,524.00

1,056.00



Dimensions (mm)

The leaf secured inside the automation makes the lines 

extremely harmonious and simple. 

The built-in illuminated crown warns of leaf movement 

and operating status.

Small in size, the control panel, power supply and 

electric brake are inside the automation, in a diameter 

of just 168 mm.

The built-in electric brake blocks the leaf, allowing 

access to authorised users only.

The motor with encoder enables easy management of 

the slowdown and obstacle detection stages.

The programming and function display screen is 

located in an easily accessible place. 

Movement activation, via transponder card, magnetic 

card, buttons or photocells.

Memory Roll for saving configurations and users.

Stainless steel structure with plexiglas and tempered 

glass leaf.

The speed of the leaf can be adjusted directly from the 

control panel. 

Technical information
Type PSWNG40

Protection rating IP 40

Power supply (V - 50/60 Hz) 230 AC

Motor power supply (V) 24 DC

Opening speed to 90° (s) 1

Power (W) 120

Operating temperature (°C/°F) -20 ÷ +55 / -4 ÷ +131

  24 V DC

Application (mm)

Wing40
Motorised swing turnstile

62

Fast, elegant opening, with easy, 
safe installation

NET OPENING CLEARANCE 

MIN 1,250 - MAX 1,850 

50

685/985

1
6
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Limits to use
MODEL PSWNG40

Max leaf length (mm/in) 900/ 35.43

Max leaf weight (Kg/lb) 15/33.06

Max leaf opening (°) 90

  24 V DC



The full range

63

24 V DC motorised swing turnstile

24 V DC two-way motorised swing turnstile made of AISI 304 stainless steel 

complete with control panel.

001PSWNG40

Accessories

Plexiglas leaf L = 600 mm / 23.62 in Thickness = 10 mm / 0.39 in.001PSWL60

Glass leaf L = 600 mm / 23.62 in Thickness = 10 mm / 0.39 in.001PSWL60C

Plexiglas leaf L = 900 mm / 35.43 in Thickness = 10 mm /  0.39 in.001PSWL90001PSWL90

Glass leaf L = 900 mm / 35.43 in Thickness = 10 mm /  0.39 in.001PSWL90C001PSWL90C

CONTROL 
PANEL 
Featuring a display, built-in to the automation, enabling fast, easy function control. 

BLUE ILLUMINATED  
CROWN 
Warns that the leaf is about to close 

(Early warning flashing time can be adjusted electronically). 

GREEN ILLUMINATED 
CROWN 
Warns of leaf opening.

RED ILLUMINATED 
CROWN 
Warns of leaf closing. 

Code Price €  (VAT not included)Description

3,550.00

540.00

660.00

1,130.00

1,180.00



Saloon40
Motorised swing turnstiles

64

Dimensions (mm)

NET OPENING CLEARANCE 

MIN 1,830 - MAX 2,430 

Application (mm)

Built-in illuminated crown, with modular assembly, warns 

of leaf movement and operating status.

Small in size, the control panel, power supply and electric 

brake are inside the automation, in a diameter of just 120 

mm.

Opening always under control, thanks to the acoustic 

signal that warns of any attempt to force opening.

Safe as it is reversible. In the event of a blackout, the 

automation allows manual opening for both entry and exit.

The motor with encoder enables easy management of the 

slowdown and obstacle detection stages.

The programming and function display screen is located in 

an easily accessible place. 

Movement activation, via transponder card, magnetic 

card, buttons or photocells.

Memory Roll for saving configurations and users.

Easy to install modular barriers, using plastic or stainless 

steel joints.

The speed of the leaf can be adjusted directly from the control 

panel. 

Fast access and easy, modular 
and safe installation
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Limits to use
MODEL PSSLN40

Max leaf length (mm/in) 1200/ 47.24

Max leaf weight (Kg/lb) 2/4.40

Max leaf opening (°) 90

  24 V DC

Technical information
Type PSSLN40

Protection rating IP 40

Power supply (V - 50/60 Hz) 230 AC

Motor power supply (V) 24 DC

Opening speed to 90° (s) 1

Power (W) 120

Operating temperature (°C/°F) -20 ÷ +55 / -4 ÷ +131

  24 V DC



The full range
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24 V DC motorised swing turnstile

24 V DC two-way motorised swing turnstile made from aluminium 

complete with control panel.

001PSSLN40001PSSLN40

Accessories

Aluminium leaf L = 900 mm / L = 35.43 in.001PSSL90

CUSTOMISED aluminium leaf 

(L = min. 600 mm L = max. 1,200 mm / L = min. 23.62 in L = max. 147.24 in).

001PSSLC

Aluminium leaf L = 1,200 mm / L = 47.24 in.001PSSL120

Activation radar to be installed above the automation.001PSSA01

Kit featuring 2 plastic sleeves with chrome-plated finish for securing barriers.001PSSA03

Kit featuring 2 AISI 304 steel sleeves for securing barriers.001PSSA04

ACTIVATION 
RADAR 
This built-in device enables the leaf to be opened in advance at a distance. 

BLUE ILLUMINATED  
CROWN 
Warns that the leaf is about to close 

(Early warning flashing time can be adjusted electronically). 

GREEN ILLUMINATED 
CROWN 
Warns of leaf opening.

RED ILLUMINATED 
CROWN 
Warns of leaf closing. 

Code Price €  (VAT not included)Description

1,968.00

170.00

185.00

302.00

33.00

96.00

220.00



Compass

Dimensions (mm)

Compass is the simple, inexpensive solution for guiding 

flows in an orderly, efficient way in any size of shopping 

centre, from small shops to hypermarkets.

It can also be used in swimming pools, sports centres, 

fitness/wellness centres, amusements parks, etc.

Mechanical turnstile with four arms, enabling one 

person at a time to pass through in both directions.

The AISI 304 stainless steel structure makes Compass 

a product suitable for outdoor installations.

Mechanical turnstiles

Technical information
Type PSSPCWO - PSSPCCW - PSSPFMCWO - PSSPFMCCW

Weight (Kg/lb) 18 / 39,68

1310

6001200

1
0
0
0

The ideal range for controlling 
pedestrian access
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Mechanical turnstiles

Accessories

Removable mechanical turnstile with right-hand post for fastening to floors. 

H = 1,000 mm / H = 39.37 in.

001PSSPCWO

AISI 304 channeller complete with post with steel arc, galvanised iron fixing flange and 

chrome-plated plastic flange cover H = 1,000 mm / H = 39.37 in.

001PSOPGO1

AISI 304 steel channeller complete with post with arc, fixing flange and flange cover  

H = 1,000 mm / H = 39.37 in.

001PSOPGO1X

Removable mechanical turnstile with left-hand post for fastening to floors. 

H = 1,000 mm / H = 39.37 in.

001PSSPCCW

Fixed mechanical turnstile with right-hand post for fastening to walls. 

H = 1,000 mm / H = 39.37 in.

001PSSPFMCWO

Fixed mechanical turnstile with left-hand post for fastening to walls. 

H = 1,000 mm / H = 39.37 in.

001PSSPFMCCW
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The full range
Code Price €  (VAT not included)Description

1,760.00

1,760.00

1,634.00

1,634.00

312.00

353.00



Flag

Dimensions (mm)

Flag is the mechanical swing turnstile which you push 

to open and which is closed automatically by gravity.

It can be used in many different environments: 

swimming pools, sports centres, fitness/wellness 

centres, retail outlets, emergency exits, shopping 

centres and supermarkets.

It is designed to aid access for disabled people.

Flag is ideal wherever you need to control the direction 

in which people move, for safety, control and hygiene 

reasons.

It is perfect if used as a service access in retail outlets 

and as an opening used as an emergency exit.

Mechanical swing turnstiles

Technical information
Type 001PSBPCWOA - 001PSBPCCWA - 001PSBP0OA

Weight (Kg/lb) 10 / 22.04

Application (mm)

970

880

1
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MAX OPENING  

WIDTH

910

The multi-purpose solution for 
controlling pedestrian flows
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Mechanical swing turnstiles

Mechanical swing turnstile with right-hand post and lock with key.  

H = 1,000 mm L = 900 mm / H = 39.37 in L = 35.43 in.

001PSBPCWOA

Mechanical swing turnstile with left-hand post and lock with key. 

H = 1,000 mm L = 900 mm / H = 39.37 in L = 35.43 in.

001PSBPCCWA

Two-way mechanical swing turnstile with lock with key  

H = 1,000 mm L = 900 mm / H = 39.37 in L = 35.43 in.

001PSBP0OA

Accessories

AISI 304 channeller complete with post with steel arc, galvanised iron fixing flange and 

chrome-plated plastic flange cover H = 1,000 mm/ H = 139.37 in.

001PSOPGO1

AISI 304 steel channeller complete with post with arc, fixing flange and flange cover  

H = 1,000 mm/ H = 139.37 in.

001PSOPGO1X

Customisation

Supplement to change leaf length. 

(MIN = 500 mm - MAX = 900 mm / MIN = 19.68 in - MAX = 35.43 in).

001PSMLANT01
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The full range
Code Price €  (VAT not included)Description

753.00

753.00

753.00

312.00

353.00

163.00



Accessories
Barriers

Polished AISI 304 stainless steel modular barrier system

Simple to assemble, these are particularly useful in 

combination with all types of turnstiles, both alone as 

channellers for pedestrian flows or to mark off areas for 

different types of user.

Dimensions (mm) Application

500 / 2000
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Ø 50 Ø 50
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A comprehensive range to complete 
any system configuration
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Vertical components for modular barriers

Galvanised steel post with fixing flange and chrome-plated plastic flange cover  

with no holes H = 980 mm / H = 38.58 in.

001PSTRV

Galvanised steel post with fixing flange and chrome-plated plastic flange cover 

with 2 holes H = 980 mm / H = 38.58 in.

001PSTRV2F

Galvanised steel post with fixing flange and chrome-plated plastic flange cover 

with 2 + 2 holes at 90° H = 980 mm / H = 38.58 in.

001PSTRV4F90

Galvanised steel post with fixing flange and chrome-plated plastic flange cover 

with 2 + 2 holes at 180° H = 980 mm / H = 38.58 in.

001PSTRV4F180

Galvanised steel post with fixing flange and chrome-plated plastic flange cover 

with 6 holes H = 980 mm / H = 38.58 in.

001PSTRV6F

Galvanised steel post with fixing flange and chrome-plated plastic flange cover 

with 8 holes H = 980 mm / H = 38.58 in.

001PSTRV8F

AISI 304 steel post with fixing flange and flange cover 

with no holes H = 980 mm / H = 38.58 in.

001PSTRVX

AISI 304 steel post with fixing flange and flange cover 

with 2 holes H = 980 mm / H = 38.58 in.

001PSTRVX2F

AISI 304 steel post with fixing flange and flange cover 

with 2 + 2 holes at 90° H = 980 mm / H = 38.58 in.

001PSTRVX4F90

AISI 304 steel post with fixing flange and flange cover 

with 2 + 2 holes at 180° H = 980 mm / H = 38.58 in.

001PSTRVX4F180

AISI 304 steel post with fixing flange and flange cover 

with 8 holes H = 980 mm / H = 38.58 in.

001PSRVX8F
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The full range
Code Price €  (VAT not included)Description

108.00

109.00

112.00

108.00

112.00

108.00

163.00

163.00

163.00

163.00

163.00



2 chrome-plated plastic joint sleeves complete with fixing screws.

Horizontal components for modular barriers and sleeves

AISI 304 steel horizontal tube for barriers Ø 40 mm / 1.57 in  

thickness = 1 mm L = 500 mm / thickness = 0.039 in L = 19.68 in.

001PSTRT050

AISI 304 steel horizontal tube for barriers Ø 40 mm / 1.57 in  

thickness = 1 mm L = 1,000 mm / thickness = 0.039 in L = 39.37 in.

001PSTRT100

AISI 304 steel horizontal tube for barriers Ø 40 mm / 1.57 in  

thickness = 1 mm L = 1,500 mm / thickness = 0.039 in L = 59.05 in.

001PSTRT150

AISI 304 steel horizontal tube for barriers Ø 40 mm / 1.57 in   

thickness = 1 mm L = 2,000 mm / thickness = 0.039 in L = 78.74 in.

001PSTRT200

2 AISI 304 steel joint sleeves complete with fixing screws.001PSTRM003

2 AISI 304 steel wall-mounting sleeves complete with screws.001PSTRM004

 001PSTRM001 - 001PSTRM003 - 001PSTRM004
 001PSTRV2F - 001PSTRVX2F
 001PSTRV4F180 - 001PSTRVX4F180
 001PSTRT050 - 001PSTRT100 - 001PSTRT150 - 001PSTRT200

 001PSTRM001 - 001PSTRM003
 001PSTRV2F - 001PSTRVX2F
 001PSTRV4F090 - 001PSTRVX4F090
 001PSTRT50 - 001PSTRT100 - 001PSTRT150 - 001PSTRT200
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The full range

001PSTRM001

Layouts

Code Price €  (VAT not included)Description

14.00

35.80

41.00

16.00

54.00

40.00

60.50



Horizontal components for trolley barrier

TOP barriers

EXITPASS barriers

One-way trolley barrier with 2 arcs    

L = 1,000 mm H = 1,000 mm / L = 39.37 in H = 39.37 in.

001PSTPC100

AISI 304 steel barrier with anti-panic bar. 

Post on the right L = 1,200 mm H = 1,000 mm / L = 347.24 in H = 39.37 mm.

001PSUS120D

AISI 304 steel barrier with anti-panic bar. 

Post on the left L = 1,200 mm H = 1,000 mm / L = 347.24 in H = 39.37 mm.

001PSUS120S

AISI 304 steel barrier with anti-panic bar. 

Post on the right L = 900 mm H = 1,000 mm / L = 35.43 in H = 39.37 mm.

001PSUS090D

AISI 304 steel barrier with anti-panic bar. 

Post on the left L = 900 mm H = 1,000 mm / L = 35.43 in H = 39.37 mm.

001PSUS090S

AISI 304 steel barrier for fastening to the ground or to ramp and polycarbonate  

panel - thickness = 6 mm H = 900 mm / thickness = 0.23 in H = 35.43 in.

001PSTRFPA

AISI 304 steel barrier for fastening to the ground or to ramp with no panel.  

H = 900 mm / H = 35.43 in.

001PSTRFPAN

One-way trolley barrier with 3 arcs     

L = 1,500 mm H = 1,000 mm / L = 59.05 in H = 39.37 in.

001PSTPC150

One-way trolley barrier with 4 arcs 

L = 2,000 mm H = 1,000 mm / L = 78.74 in H = 39.37 in.

001PSTPC200
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The full range
Code Price €  (VAT not included)Description

163.00

235.00

308.00

1,234.00

435.00

1,354.00

1,354.00

1,339.00

1,339.00



SMART barriers

AISI 304 steel post without clamps. 

H = 900 mm Ø 80 mm / H = 35.43 in Ø 3.14 in.

001PSTRV80

AISI 304 steel post with 2 clamps.  

H = 900 mm Ø 80 mm / H = 35.43 in Ø 3.14 in.

001PSTRV802F

AISI 304 steel post with 2 + 2 clamps at 90°. 

H = 900 mm Ø 80 mm / H = 35.43 in Ø 3.14 in.

001PSTRV804F090

AISI 304 steel post with 2 + 2 clamps at 180°. 

H = 900 mm Ø 80 mm / H = 35.43 in Ø 3.14 in.

001PSTRV804F180

Transparent polycarbonate panel - thickness = 6 mm. 

L = 750 mm H = 800 mm / L = 29.52 in H = 31.49 in.

001PSTRSFPL60875

Customisation

Supplement for changing the width of the polycarbonate panel.001PSMTP01

 001PSTRV802F
 001PSTRV804F180
 001PSTRSFPL60875

 001PSTRV802F
 001PSTRV804F090
 001PSTRSFPL60875

N.B.

001PSMTP Specify the customised width of the panel which must not exceed 750 mm / 29.52 in (standard size).
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Layouts

Code Price €  (VAT not included)Description

332.00

388.00

451.00

451.00

243.00

54.00
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Came Cancelli Automatici S.p.A. 

is Quality and 

Environmentally certified  

UNI EN ISO 9001
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GARANZIA QUALITÀ ORIGINALE

Came products 

are entirely engineered 

and built in ITALY 




